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Lightning Strikes SuperCash! Lotto Game in April 
Limited-time only Lightning Ball feature adds $10,000 and $20,000 prizes to Wisconsin lotto game 

MADISON, Wis. – The Wisconsin-only lotto game SuperCash! is getting a positive charge this month with the 

addition of a limited-time offer called the Lightning Ball. Supercash! tickets purchased between April 1-30 have 

a 1 in 3 chance of getting an extra number (Lightning Ball) per each set of two plays and when it strikes, 

players can use it to win several prizes. 

SuperCash! is a game where players select two sets of six 

different numbers from 1 to 39 hoping to match a minimum of 

three or all six to win prizes from $1 to $350,000. The additional 

Lightning Ball number (also from 1-39) will appear on every 

third set of two plays purchased statewide. The extra number 

offers players better odds of winning (excluding the $350,000 

top prize). 

Example: If a player matches four of six numbers 

drawn, they win $30. But, if a Lightning Ball appears 

and it also matches one of the numbers drawn, the 

player now matches five of six numbers and wins $500. 

For plays that match five of six numbers plus the Lightning Ball, 

the prize is $10,000. If a Doubler is drawn for that winning 

ticket, a $20,000 prize would be awarded instead. These prize 

levels are only available during the SuperCash! Lightning Ball limited time offer. 

The Wisconsin Lottery first introduced SuperCash! in 1991. It is a $1 per set of two plays game that allows 

players to either select their numbers or choose them via the quick pick option. Players can play up to seven 

draws in advance.  

Five players in 2022 have won the $350,000 SuperCash! top prize so far.  The odds of winning the SuperCash! 

top prize are 1:1,631,312. Odds of winning for plays WITHOUT the Lightning Ball: $500, 1:8,239; $30, 1:206; 

$1, 1:15. Odds of winning for plays WITH the Lightning Ball: $10,000, 1:271,886; $500, 1:2,428; $30, 1:94; $1, 

1:10. The odds of a Doubler being drawn are 1:7. 

ABOUT THE WISCONSIN LOTTERY 

The Wisconsin Lottery enriches communities statewide by giving back 93 percent of its revenue to winners, 

retailers, and Wisconsin homeowners. Since 1988, the Wisconsin Lottery has generated: 

• More than $17 billion in total revenue 

• Over $9.7 billion in prizes paid  

• More than $5.1 billion in funding for property tax credits to eligible Wisconsin homeowners 
 
For more about the Wisconsin Lottery, visit wilottery.com. Follow the Wisconsin Lottery on Facebook 
(/wilottery), Instagram (@wilottery), Twitter (@wilottery), and YouTube (/wilottery).  
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